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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

THE SECRET OF OUR JOY
Beloved Brothers,
In these past few months, the world has experienced
constant changes and disasters, little did we know that
something more than natural disasters was forthcoming
namely, The Covid-19 Pandemic. This outbreak of an
unimaginable, unexpected deadly virus has turned
everything towards new horizons of fear and panic in the
world.
As we know the authenticity of our religious life is well
expressed in the pastoral services of each individual
brother towards the people of God. It is understood that
although religious are called to render service even in the
time of pandemic, they are equally humans and can be
affected by the virus just like every other human being. This
recent situation has made the ministry of consecrated life
very risky, boring and lonely especially those brothers
serving in the United states, Canada and Mexico.
Nevertheless, the brothers in NAD had remained joyful,
resilient in the face of the pandemic. But what is the secret
of this joy? How come many of our diocesan colleagues are
really devastated, lonely, and yet we the CFIC brothers in
NAD remain like trees planted by the stream water? The
secret is the community life! The common life we share
among us have made us to resist the situation. Just like the
first Christian community, “we put everything in common,
and it is distributed to each as we our needs arise” (cfr Acts:
35). This has been the source of our joy all this while.
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Community life is one the major characteristics
of religious life. The common life lived by the
religious has been the secret of the joy and
contentment of every brother-priest in North
American delegation for the past few months.
Our community life became for us, a driving
force, a shield, a relief from the tensions and
anxieties imposed on us by the recent
pandemic. Think about the time the public
worship was suspended everywhere, churches
closed, when we had to live in an absolute lock
down, yet we the NAD brothers still found the
possibilities to smile and live our ministry all
because of our community life. We were able to
come together as the members of the same
household, pray together, have fellowship at
table and even create recreational times among
ourselves.
Our community life has sustained us all through
these times of pandemic. We ought to value our
common life, care for each other, be our
brother’s keeper, in order to live out our
authentic priestly ministry in difficult time. The
pandemic is not over, but with our support for
each other, we shall resist till the end. Our
founder left us this heritage of family spirit as a
uniting force our religious institute. “We the
brothers of NAD are like bees and the
community
is
our
beehive.”
Therefore,
community life remains our identity, each
brother priest will realize his mission in Canada,
America and Mexico by a faithful observance of
the community life. Dear brothers please stay
safe, let’s pray for one another and may the
flame of fraternal love remain lit in our various
communities.
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MESSAGE FROM THE SUPERIOR DELEGATE

BEACONS
OF HOPE
Recently I saw a Facebook post from
my former dean. It goes like this:
“Time passes by so quickly. Didn’t
even notice that I have been staying
home strictly over the past six months
or so! I have been longing to go
beyond the gates of our home, but I
chose not to, except for two extreme
occasions when I needed to go the
hospital
and
some
government
agencies. What do our tomorrows lead
us to? Will those sick of Covid-19 get
the cure that are appropriate to their
conditions especially those who are
vulnerable? Covid-19 becomes so real
and suddenly assumes a face when
people we know, who is close to us, a
dear friend, a family member or
somebody in the community, is tested
positive to it. It makes me feel so sad,
knowing that there is little that we
can do EXCEPT to PRAY REAL HARD
and pray collectively for them, those
taking care of them and their families
and close contacts.”
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It is the general feeling of everyone we
meet these days. There is a feeling of
helplessness and uncertainty. The cases
of depression are skyrocketing. Many of
our parishioners and friends turn to us
seeking words of encouragement and
prayer support. How prepared are we to
address this situation? Are our spiritual
batteries fully charged with the power of
prayer to combat in this battlefield? Are
we strong enough to stretch out our
hands and hold and raise up those who
are falling down? “It is the new normal” is
a common expression we hear almost
every day these days. What is this new
normal?
The
pandemic
condition
affecting the entire world has changed
the lifestyle of every individual. We too
face many challenges in our ministries
both in the parishes as well as in
hospital chaplain ministry. Though we
face many challenges in the area of our
ministry, it also opens our horizons wider
to look more deeply into the possibilities
of various ways of ministries.

It is here the charism and mission of our Founder; Blessed Luigi Maria Monti,
become all the more relevant and significant. As we celebrate the Feast of
Blessed Monti on September 22 and his 120th death anniversary on October
1st, let us listen to his message more ardently and receive the inspiration and
strength to address the challenges of our time with the pandemic disease,
Covid-19. It is quite unique that the inception of our Congregation too was in
connection with the spreading of an epidemic situation, with the cases of
cholera. Blessed Monti and the companions were never chickened out, but
walked at the front line to help people who were dying on the street. Surely,
some of them from the group must have got sick and even died. But that
didn’t stop them from carrying out God’s works with compassion and great
courage.
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I am so proud of you all my brothers.
You all have proved to be truly a
‘Montian
brother’
who
never
stopped from carrying out your
assigned ministries. I hear that some
of you even reached out to people
who are not even your parishioners
either by visiting the sick, offering
the sacraments and prayers and
doing the funerals and internment
etc. Though, it is completely a new
and challenging situation, you all
rose up to the demands of the time
and showed what it meant to be a
CFIC brother. I really appreciate your
hard works and sacrifices during this
unprecedented time to uplift the
spirit of those who are lonely and
frustrated and discouraged. Though
we are faceless ministers these days,
appearing behind the masks, we
present the face of Jesus. In fact,
isn’t that the essence of our
vocation? It is a call not to project
ourselves, rather to present the
compassionate, loving and caring
face of Jesus being his feet, his
hands, his eyes, his ears and his
voice today. We are faceless priests
and brothers to become the face of
Christ to the humanity.
Through the intercession of our Immaculate Mother and Blessed Luigi Maria
Monti, may your ministries be more and more fruitful and effective to lead
everyone to the love of God being a beacon of hope to those who walk
through the dark valleys of their lives.
Prayers and blessings to all of you.
Fr. Benny Mekkatt
Superior of the Delegation
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NORTH AMERICAN DELEGATION

NEW ADMINISTRATION
The General Council meeting, held in Rome on August 3rd 2020, has appointed new
administration for NAD after serious reflection and consideration.

FR BENNY MEKKATT
Superior of the Delegation
Originally from India, has been
serving in the delegation since 2008
in Minnesota, USA.

FR EUGENE CHIANAIN
Councilor

FR JOBY AUGUSTIN
Councilor

Originally
from
Cameroon
African Province is the present
Superior
&
Pastor
of
Immaculate Conception Parish
Woodbridge Toronto

Originally from Indian Province, is
the present Pastor of St. Francis
Xavier Parish Edmonton.
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I M M A C U L A T E
C O N C E P T I O N
WOODBRIDGE, ON

FR UGO IS BACK
Fr Ugo Sturabotti CFIC, our "nonno" is back in the community after his vacation in Italy. We
are glad to receive him back healthy and young looking. Though the pandemic has badly
affected Italy, thankfully it did not affect Fr Ugo's vacation and his return. Fr Ugo completed
his mandatory quarantine and joined the ministry of the parish. Welcome back Fr Ugo

WELCOME FR HYGINUS
Our newly appointed associate pastor,
Rev. Fr Hyginus Ifeanyi Ezugwu CFIC,
joined the Immaculate Conception
community on June 15, 2020. He was
transferred from the Mary, Mother of
the Redeemer community, Calgary.
The community extends him a warm
welcome and wishes him all the best
for his future ministry.
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PASTA E FAGIOLI CARNIVAL
DINNER DANCE
The Immaculate Conception Parish community has aided the missionary work of the Sons of
The Immaculate Conception for many years. These past months, there have been a variety of
events to support the missionary activities of the congregation. The annual Pasta e Fagioli
carnival dinner and dance, in support of the children’s mission of the CFIC, was held on
Saturday, February 22, 2020 in the Royalton Banquet Hall in Woodbridge. For the first time
in the history of the Pasta e Fagioli, it was taken out of the church hall and accommodated
almost 400 people. Our pastor Rev. Fr Eugene Chianain CFIC, in collaboration with a few
parishioners, found a good number of sponsors for the event.
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E P I P H A N Y
O U R L O R D
P A R I S H

O F

SCARBOROUGH, ON

In the history of the parish of Epiphany of Our Lord, has its first ordained priest Fr
Joshua Lobo, who celebrated the first mass on 28th of June 2020.

The community of
Epiphany of Our Lord
parish made an outing to
Tobermory

The birthday celebration of
Fr Martin Cherumadathil
and best wishes party for
the newly ordained priest of
the parish Fr Joshua lobo on
25th August 2020
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S T . A N N ' S
P A R I S H
PENETANGUISHENE, ON

ANNIVERSARIES CELEBRATED
DESPITE COVID PANDEMIC
As COVID-19 continues to spread around the world, the need to prevent and mitigate the
spread of the deadly virus while protecting the safety of others has become an urgent
necessity. This has been the main focus here in St. Ann’s parish Penetanguishene since the
reopening of Churches in the Archdiocese of Toronto after three months of total lockdown.
The pastoral team continues to work with all the parishioners to make sure the safety
protocol issued by the government health ministry is respected.
Despite the COVID pandemic and its effects, the Community of St. Ann’s Penetanguishene
happily celebrated the ordination anniversaries of her priests: Fr. Daniel- 15th anniversary on
July 17th, Fr Simon and Fr Rambabu- 3rd anniversary on July 20th and August 10th
respectively. These were moments of happiness and gratitude to God for the graces received
while serving in His vineyard.
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M A R Y M O T H E R O F T H E
R E D E E M E R P A R I S H
CALGARY, AB

In the face of many social consequences generated by the Covid-19 pandemic, Mary Mother of the
Redeemer Parish found new ways to continue its activities and mobilize our resources to offer prayer,
service, support and assistance to all who are affected.The Church's initiatives adhere to the regulations
implemented by the Diocese of Calgary, under the direction of our Bishop McGrattan. The church staff,
volunteers and myself as pastor, aim to meet whatever pastoral, spiritual, social and educational needs
caused by confinement and social isolation. We have created a YouTube page and activated other
social networks such as Facebook, WhatsApp, and email to reach the largest possible number of
parishioners. The activities described below are only a sample of our work in the community.
1. Going online: In the first
stages of confinement, we
created our YouTube channel
to deliver a word of love and
hope to each person and
reach every home of our
parishioners. During the first
four months, every morning
without fail I recorded a
message in three languages
(English, Italian and Spanish).
It generated a positive impact
on the community, not only in
our region, but internationally
as well. We continue to
celebrate Mass in three
languages, carry out adoration
of the Blessed Sacrament and
host a Bible study.
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2. Transfer and Farewell: Among the activities
and events that marked the past months, we
have the transfer of Fr. Hyginus from St. Mark
Church to our Mary Mother of the Redeemer
Church in February. Then, we held his farewell
on June 15 as he was transferred to
Woodbridge, Ontario to the Community of
Immaculate Conception.

3. Celebration of Palm Sunday and delivery of the Blessed Bouquet in the parking lot of the Church. It
was a wonderful and blessed Palm Sunday thanks to many of the community showing up to look for
their blessed bouquets.

4. Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament in our
parking lot : This was a wonderful experience to see
the people come to be in the presence Jesus in the
Blessed Sacrament and worship from their cars.
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5. Celebration of Mother's Day : As
we could not celebrate Mass with
our parish's mothers, we created a
mural with photographs of all the
mothers in our church, and thus, in
that way, remembered them and
sent them a remote blessing.

6. Celebration of Pentecost: We celebrated a beautiful Mass with retreat and adoration of the
Blessed Sacrament as a way of thanking God for his goodness and mercy, allowing us to celebrate
public Masses again with a small group of parishioners, starting June 1.
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7. Complying with the new regulations: I think that the
most instructive thing about the current situation is the
union of many to become one community, one single
Church. "I am the Vine and you are the branches" John 15-5.

8. Father's Day celebration : We made
a portal at the entrance of our Church
for fathers to take pictures together
with their families. It was an emotional
moment as the three communities all
posed to take pictures.
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9. Burger Sale : To help our church's finances, we hosted a burger sale and were pleasantly surprised by
the generosity and support of the community.

10. Celebration of the Sacraments of the RCIA Group: We finally managed to carry out the
celebration of the sacraments of Baptism, First Communion and Confirmation with our RCIA group. It
was a beautiful ceremony.
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S A N T A

M A R I A

G O R E T T I

EDMONTON, AB

Our Santa Maria Goretti parish is prepared to welcome parish families for liturgical celebrations, despite
the challenges of the Covid-19 pandemic.
According to the Covid-19 Prevention Protocol, we now welcome up to 80 persons and families, after
pre-registration for Mass by phone or e-mail. We have a group of volunteers to prepare the church for
Mass and celebration of the sacraments, and we are all very grateful to them. Many times, we clean the
church with disinfectant even three or four times a day, due to funerals, baptisms, First Communion,
etc. Our youth group has helped us with livestreaming our Sunday Masses for those unable to attend.
Presently our parish Mass schedule is as follows: weekdays 7:00pm, Saturdays 5:00pm, and Sundays at
11:00am (bilingual Mass)
Financially, we have suffered due to a lack of regular Sunday donation. But, we are getting some help
from the Canadian government. Our priests have also made many sacrifices, voluntarily we have agreed
to receive 15% less salary each month due to the losses Covid-19 has wrought on the financial situation
of the Archdiocese and our parishes.
Our First Communion and Confirmation candidates have been divided into two groups, and these
sacraments will be celebrated over the first four Saturdays in September. Let us pray for our candidates
and their families, that they shall grow in the Faith.
Santa Maria Goretti Parish extends their gratitude to Fr Ben Obetta for his one-week extra ministry to
our Parish community during the retreat of Fr George P. (Pastor). Thank you, Fr Ben, for your fraternal
collaboration.
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24TH ANNIVERSARY OF PRIESTHOOD

FR JEAN CLAUDE NDANGA
Hip hip hip Hooray!!
Dear brothers, we bring you good news - our brother Fr Jean
Claude Ndanga is now celebrating 24 years of priesthood.
We gathered for the joyful celebration of Father Jean
Claude's priestly anniversary at Santa Maria Goretti Parish in
Edmonton on June 15th. The ceremony began with a
thanksgiving Mass, presided by the celebrant himself. In
attendance were members of the community, consecrated
women & a few of our lay faithful. During Fr. George's brief,
well-articulated & theological homily, he reminded us of the
need to let things go and to be conscious of one another's
needs. He encouraged the celebrant in his ministerial
journey and reminded him that this 24th anniversary is
already the beginning of his Silver Jubilee. He therefore
assured Fr Jean Claude of our prayers.
It was indeed a cheerful celebration followed by the cocktail
& barbecue-dinner because "Da missa a tavolo". We thank
God for the gift of Fr Jean Claude in our religious family & we
pray for him & his family. May God grant him more happy
years in His vineyard.
Fr Jean Claude, remember - "Stay close to God & speak of
Him always." Padre Monti.Congratulations! Toutes nos
félicitations!
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EDMONTON, AB

PRELUDE TO THE 60TH ANNIVERSARY OF
ST. THOMAS AQUINAS PARISH IN EDMONTON
Saint Thomas d';Aquin Parish, erected on Dec. 2nd,
1960, is preparing to celebrate its 60th anniversary.
This French-speaking parish of the Archdiocese of
Edmonton has been served by the Sons of the
Immaculate since 2014, with our Fathers Daniel
Gustave Tshimbalanga (2014-2019) and Jean-Claude
Ndanga (July 2019-Present).
In preparation for this Diamond Jubilee, our parish
community are committed to an internal renovation
of the church. Namely, we are working towards new
benches and carpets, the replacement of tiles and
toilets, and many other repairs that will give a new
face to this church. However, we have some
challenges to face, particularly, youth ministry, which
could be a springboard for vocational pastoral care.
As well, we hope a youth ministry will help reawaken
in our parishioners devotion to the Blessed
Sacrament and the Virgin Mary.
May Blessed Luigi Maria Monti support our efforts
through his intercession with our Good Shepherd, the
Lord Jesus Christ.
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ST PAUL, MINNESOTA

REFRESHING RETREAT
BOOSTS SPIRITS
The Community of St.Mary held their annual retreat in
the first week of August. It was held in Finland,
Minnesota, about 250 miles north Saint Paul. It was
both a refreshing and renewing experience for all three
of us. The retreat centre, owned by the Franciscan
Brothers of Peace, was unique for many reasons. We
were surrounded by lush and plentiful forests and lakes,
and we went without internet and cell phone access.
Anyone who can spend time in this natural beauty and
blessed place would certainly experience peace and
tranquility of mind.

New Pastor Fr Jimmy Puttananickal
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F R A T E R N I D A D B E A T O
L U I G I M A R I A M O N T I
MÉRIDA-YUCATÁN, MX

NEW ENTRY INTO
POSTULANCY, RAFAEL
GARCIA RODRIGUEZ
We are pleased to welcome Rafeal Garcia Rodriguez
into the postulancy on Sunday, July 5, 2020. It was a
sunny and beautiful day with our usual blue skies, and,
in spite of the summer heat, we were all happy and
excited for him. Rodriguez, the only aspirant of Father
Monti's community in Merida, Mexico, spent quite some
time with us in the formation house in Yucalpeten
Merida-Yucatan before entering the postulancy.
The city has been under confinement because of the
Covid-19 pandemic, but we still held a Mass behind
closed doors with about 15 people participating, at our
San Martin Cabellero Yucalpeten parish. It was
celebrated by Father Edwin Ngah, who doubled as
formator and superior, and was assisted by Fr. Egide
Misasi (Pastor) and Fr. Jonas Anye. In his homily, Fr.
Ngah invited all Christian to pray for priestly and
religious vocations and, among other things, he
emphasized that prayer and humility is the key to every
vocation. He called on the faithful to pray for Rodriguez
in particular and his vocation.
Immediately following the homily, Rodriguez the
aspirant made his entry into the postulancy in front of
the faithful, with a gentle smile and calm face. The mass
ended in the afternoon with a solemn blessing.
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NORTH AMERICAN DELEGATION

NEWS

We heartily welcome back our dear brother,
Fr James Chitteth into our NAD family

We appreciate Fr Ugo Sturabotti CFIC &
Fr Shibu Kallarakkal CFIC (our former
councillors) for a job well-done as we
bid them fare well. May God richly bless
them and grant them favours in His
vineyard.

NEW APPOINTMENTS AND TRANSFERS
On July 18, 2020, Archbishop Bernard A. Hebda appointed Fr. Jimmy Puttananickal as the Pastor
of the Church of Saint Mary in Saint Paul, Minnesota.
Fr Benny appointed Fr Eugene Chianain as his Vicar and council Secretary. He will be responsible
for all the communication within NAD. He will also direct and co-ordinate the publication of NAD
bulletin.
Fr. Joby Augustine is appointed the Treasurer (Economo) of the Delegation as well as the Canada
Corporation.
Fr. Anish Kizhackemundakam is appointed as the Delegation Secretary. He will keep track and
announce birthdays and ordination anniversaries of the brothers as well as keep the archives and
records of the Delegation..
Fr. Benjamin Obetta is appointed as the Editor of NAD Bulletin publications. He will work under
the leadership of Fr Eugene.
Fr. Hyginus Ezugwu is transferred from Mary Mother of Redeemer’s Parish Calgary to Immaculate
Conception Parish Woodbridge, Toronto.
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